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The following tabulated responses are based on the NRC's questionnaire dated January 19, 2015, 

which can be found on http://brandermillnrc.com/?id=7224.  Although there were some questions 

left unanswered by respondents (labeled “Null”), all responses are delineated in the tabulations 

below.  There were a total of 140 different Brandermill respondents to the questionnaire, 

representing 61 neighborhoods. 

 

The NRC acknowledges that the findings of this questionnaire are non-binding for the BCA Board 

and offer these data results as feedback from participating Brandermill residents to the Directors. 

 

Responses to SCARP's Revised Recommendations for Abandoned Homes 

 

1. Establish firm deadlines to remedy the violations on the properties. This includes turning the 

properties over to an attorney for a 60-day notice of intent to place a lien when assessments are 

past due or violations persist for 90 days or more. 

Do you support this recommendation? 

Number of “Yes” Responses: 116 

Number of “No” Responses: 13 

Number of “Null” Responses: 11 

 

2. Sixty (60) days after a lien has been filed, have the BCA attorney file for a non-judicial 

foreclosure to sell the property.  

Do you support this recommendation? 

Number of “Yes” Responses: 105 

Number of “No” Responses: 22 

Number of “Null” Responses: 13 

 

3. Share your comments/suggestions regarding abandoned properties. 

There were a total of 61 comments submitted for this question; these are reproduced (in 

unedited format) on pages 3-8 of this report. 

 

 

http://brandermillnrc.com/?id=7224
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Responses to SCARP's Revised Recommendations for Rental Properties 

 

1. Establish a requirement that property owners must inform the BCA if their property is used as a 

rental. Failure to register a rental property would constitute a standards violation.  

Do you support this recommendation?  

Number of “Yes” Responses: 95 

Number of “No” Responses: 38 

Number of “Null” Responses: 7 

 

2. Assume the percentage of residential properties that are allowed to be rentals is capped at 15% 

of the total number of residential lots, and exemptions are approved on a case-by-case basis 

according to BCA policy. If the amount of rental properties as of the date of a covenant change is 

determined to exceed 15%, existing rental properties would be grandfathered from the limit until 

such time as the property has a change in ownership.  

Do you support this recommendation?  

Number of “Yes” Responses: 79 

Number of “No” Responses: 54 

Number of “Null” Responses: 7 

 

3. If the recommendation to cap rentals at 15% is approved by the BCA Board of Directors, a 

covenant change would be recommended to the membership for a vote in the spring of 2015 (to 

be included in the annual election ballot mailing). This covenant change would formally 

establish the 15% cap on rentals.  

Do you support this recommendation?  

Number of “Yes” Responses: 78 

Number of “No” Responses: 55 

Number of “Null” Responses: 7 

 

4. Share your comments/suggestions regarding rental properties.  

There were a total of 84 responses to this question; these are reproduced (in unedited format) 

on pages 9-26 of this report. 
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Comments on SCARP Revised Recommendations on Abandoned Homes 
 

1.  If we care about home values in Brandermill, these items are the minimum. 

2.  As long as they are not actively appealing. 

3.  Many homes that are not abandoned look as bad as those that are. The rules that are 

already in force need to be enforced. 

4.  We shouldn't foreclose on properties -- we aren't in that business. 

5.  I really appreciate this effort.  It is such economic waste to see these properties not being 

placed on the market. 

6.  Thank you for your action on this long neglected issue. 

7.  No no no a thousand times no. All statements subjective and no data to back anything up. 

We should not be getting into the property owning business. 

8.  Why not do this on all homes in violation 

9.  Foreclosures do not lead to compliance, and will likely cause larger problems for the 

Association. 

10.  Spending BCA funds to maintain the exterior of abandoned properties and then pursuing 

those funds through placing liens is reasonable.  Attempting to force a sale through 

foreclosure if overstepping and excessive.  I would vote against such a measure. 

11.  While it is fair to give notice to the property owner when they are in violation, it is not fair 

to claim the property via foreclosure process.  This becomes a very expensive endeavor for 

the BCA and, potentially, can lead to extended legal proceedings when if the property owner 

decides to fight the foreclosure in court and if the BCA starts to become a property 

owner/real estate entity through these proceedings. 

12.  My comments are based on what other successful HOAs are doing. 

     1. Home owners must submit application on behalf of renters. $250.00 application 

processing fee.  HOA must approve application.  

     2. Violators are sued. 

     3. Examples of violations and legal actions are promptly publicized. 

     4. BCA must prove seriousness via publicized actions. 

13.  I assume the attorney has looked at this and believes these recommendations would hold up 

in court. 

14.  If we are to have assessments and covenant standards, properties not complying and not 

maintaining assessment payments should have the rules applied.  Do these 

recommendations follow current guidelines for all properties? 

15.  Looks solid; however Brandermill doesn't want to be in the business of buying homes; but 

putting pressure on homeowners to correct violations 
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Comments on SCARP Revised Recommendations on Abandoned Homes (continued) 

 

16.  Too many rental homes in the community with NO ONE to make sure they are in 

compliance because often the owner is not living in the area and has appointed no one to 

over-see the condition of the exterior conditions and yard and it is too reflected once they get 

entrance in the home.  We need a "rental agent/person" to collect the fees and communicate 

with the owners when we can. 

17.  Six months seem more appropriate. 

18.  We live in Winterberry Ridge and have an abandoned home right around the corner from us.  

It is becoming such an eyesore and I feel bad for the neighbors that have to look at it each 

day.  Obviously we all want to maintain our property values.  These previous owners need to 

be held accountable. 

19.  I think it's vital for the value of our homes to act as quickly and decisively as possible when 

it comes to dealing with homes that cause a blight on our neighborhood. 

20.  And, of course, all costs incurred by BCA should be recovered from the owner or the sale of 

the property. 

21.  60 days after the lien has been filed is to aggressive with respect to foreclosure.  Maybe 180 

days. 

22.  After 60 days, volations should be repaired by contractor hired by BCA, to be added to lien 

amount charged against house. 

      There are circumstances where a family may inherit a house but it remains in probate 

for an extended period time (so they are unable to sell it).  I do not believe that the BCA 

should be able to foreclose on a property in this type of vacancy.  Perhaps exceptions should 

be listed in the new covenant. 

23.  An attempt should be made at least three times to get in touch with owner to find out the 

owner's plans with the property before the 90 days begins for question 1.  This would give 

owner a chance to explain extraneous circumstances such as job loss or death in family or 

major illness.  Sometimes a family's circumstances are beyond their control.  So once you've 

had contact, there could be a BCA board determination as to whether to move forward with 

question 1 90 day warning about the lien. 

24.  If serious action is to be taken against a property, I would like to know what property is 

being considered.  Further, with the anonymous mail boxes it is difficult to know what 

properties are rental or abandoned. 

25.  As to my negative answer to question 2, I feel that perhaps 90 days might be more 

appropriate a period. 

26.  Being a former manager of rental houses for a "slum" owner I can not agree more with Toms 

comments about the inside conditions of rental property. I believe that in many cases the 

interior abuse..over loaded out lets, insects, rodents,and over all conditions that create 

unsafe conditions to the house and also near by homes!   Sometimes the exterior does not 

reflex the inside conditions which could be a true fire hazard.  These issues pertain to both 

abandoned as well as normal rental properties. 
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Comments on SCARP Revised Recommendations on Abandoned Homes (continued) 

 

27.  Enforcethe covenants as they are; this will take care of the dipapidat 

28.  Not understanding all the legal moves involved here, we're concerned about the BCA getting 

into the business of owning property - notice the flap going on over in Woodlake about the 

property the Board purchased recently from a church.  At the same time, it's probably the 

case that homes abandoned still have bank loans on them so this might not be an issue.  

Speeding up the process is definitely a desired outcome of these recommendations so 

neighbors don't continue to be affected by potential property value reductions. 

29.  I think the committee is on the right track. Delinquent homeowners have been allowed to 

string out the process indefinitely, to the detriment of neighborhoods and property values. 

30.  I recommend that Brandermill have a yard/lawn maintenance crew available to keep grass 

mowed, leaves removed, then send the Property Owner a bill once they have been warned 

once.  First notice give the Owner 14 days to comply. Non-compliance will result in work 

performed at markup rate of 150%.  

31.  I have lived on fortunes ridge rd for almost 5 years. There is an abandoned property that 

look like it is going to cave in. I have to drive by that eye sore every day. To my knowledge 

BCA has done nothing about this property. 

32.  I would support 120 days then file the foreclosure.  The range of infractions is too broad for 

such quick action on any infraction. 

33.  The property on S. Heritage Woods is a disgrace.  If this house was in one of the "elite" 

neighborhoods action would have been taken many months ago. 

34.  We have an abandoned property on our road that the association needs to take action on to 

have the property sold or taken over. 

35.  Unoccupied properties, abandoned or not, have a negative effect on the cohesion of a 

neighborhood. The question of where is the owner leads neighbors to wonder if the owners 

are coming back, are they going to sell or rent, why is it empty, is anyone inside  . . . . . its 

unsettling.  Whatever BCA can do to encourage property owners to keep their properties 

occupied would be helpful.  Short of that, maybe BCA can notify NRC reps about the status 

of unoccupied homes so that word can spread and neighbors can keep an eye on the 

properties for unauthorized activities. 

36.  these eyesores must be dealt with- long overdue !!!!! 

37.  Owners should be fined to the maximum extend possible under the law. 

38.  I believe the proposed notice period must state clearly (maybe in bold / capitalized words) 

that if the property is not brought into compliance within the 60-day period, that the non-

judicial foreclosure process will commence without further delay. Tommy likely will  see the 

value of this when courts are petitioned to halt the foreclosure process. 

39.  It's unclear what ricks and costs this places on the BCA and the community. I agree with 

the need to address abandoned properties, but I'm not sure what other legal issues this 

bring into the equation. 
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Comments on SCARP Revised Recommendations on Abandoned Homes (continued) 

 

40.  I support taking legal action ("intent to place a lien") sooner than is happening now.  

However, I need to become more educated on non-judicial foreclosures before I can support 

#2.   60 days seem to short. 

41.  We are pleased that the recommendations focus on abandoned property. We live in a 

waterfront neighborhood where the property values are higher, but an abandoned house, 

just a few houses from us, that has been deteriorating for years hurts the appearance and 

value of the surrounding properties. Please do something about it ASAP. 

42.  While I generally support the two recommendations above, it seems to me that some words 

about the standards for establishing that a property really is abandoned (versus simply 

vacant) would be appropriate.  I do not think the two circumstances are exactly equivalent.  

Vacant is generally undesirable but not entirely the business of BCA as long as there are not 

clear standards violations or on which there are not assessments or taxes owed. 

43.  Abandoned properties should not be handled any differently than occupied properties in 

enforcing standards violations. 

44.  Abandoned properties are a severe negative to our community.  Adjacent homeowners in the 

community with such properties have the right to expect the BCA to address such properties 

as a high priority and do so in a timely manner. 

      Brandermill is a unique community with much to offer prospective home buyers.  Age 

has taken its toll on the appearance of the community when compared to newer 

developments.  But this can be reversed, if residents and the BCA set as priorities for 

resolution situations such as these. 

      It might also be helpful to address how new communities are addressing this issue in 

their HOA documents. 

45.  Long time coming but glad a committee working on these problems. 

46.  Are we creating a second class of properties (rental) that have a different set of more 

punitive requirements? Are we discouraging the practice of renting? Is this a problem whose 

ramifications are so far reaching as to be almost insolvable, especially from the legal 

standpoint? 

      While the recommendations seem laudable at first blush...it occurs that once more, well 

heeled are at a distinct advantage in this attempt to dictate who has access to property. 

47.  Poorly worded survey and not enough options are given which is the purpose of a survey.  

Seems to me that a decision has been made and you want to know if we agree with that 

decision. 

      My concern with your recommendation for abandoned properties is that the residents 

may get stuck with owning a home in which we will be responsible for the upkeep and 

maintenance.   The biggest question on your recommendation for abandoned properties is; is 

what you are proposing legal? Very expensive endeavor with little thought---seems to be 

more reactionary than proactive. 
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Comments on SCARP Revised Recommendations on Abandoned Homes (continued) 

 

48.  I do not support any change in procedure. The foreclosed properties are dealt with through 

the county's procedures. Due to the  recent economic advantage of walking away from a 

property, some persons have opted to do just that. It may take longer than we are used to 

but in the meantime, I think we can clean up the yards of neighbors who have had to resort 

to leaving.  

      The difficulties of home ownership can be perilous enough without the BCA getting into 

it. No one can know the full story behind what is happening in a home. 

      The property I am aware of on Shallowford Landing has resurrected and Brandermill 

Inn will soon be renovated.  The value of your property will come back. Don't be SCARP..I 

mean SCARED. 

49.  We need to get these properties fixed up and put on the market.  I have an abandoned 

property on my street and it is an eye sore.  We know of buyers for this property but there 

seems to be a some problems because it is uninhabitable.  Why is this taking so long to 

rectify? 

50.  I think these measures need to be instituted for these abandoned properties are a blight on 

Brandermill and on our property values. 

51.  I see many legal entanglements and unforeseen negative consequences to this action. 

52.  I agree with establishing firm deadlines to remedy the violations on the properties; however, 

I'm unclear how the property owner would be contacted to ensure they have a chance to fix 

the situation before the HOA puts a lien on the property. Every effort should be made to 

give the homeowner the opportunity to fix the situation before the HOA intervenes. More 

details are needed outlining the process before blanket recommendations are made. 

53.  We should be careful to distinguish between "unoccupied" and "abandoned".  If I decided to 

start spending 6 months a year in a different area, but keep the property here paid up and 

in shape, I wouldn't want to be treated as "abandoning" the place, especially if a decision is 

made to restrict ability to rent it out while in another locale! 

54.  The County will do this for any abandoned property in Chesterfield. Why are you using my 

money to do something the County will do for us for free? 

55.  This is an escalating potential plague for Brandermill. Swift and punitive action must 

always be taken with scofflaws. 

56.  After attending the meeting of the NRC tonight, I feel that there are too many areas that 

were not thought out properly.  I feel that it would be a matter of making up the rules as we 

go. 
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Comments on SCARP Revised Recommendations on Abandoned Homes (continued) 

 

57.  I believe the identified abandoned homes are a result of the covenants/standards not being 

enforced.  If the homeowner does not owe the BCA monies, then it has no grounds for filing 

any type of foreclosure.  In these identified cases, the BCA should NOT consider foreclosure 

until it has evaluated the cost to the Association should it end up owning the abandoned 

property.  For example, how does the BCA plan to pay County real estate taxes and 

mortgage payments?  Why wouldn't the bank/mortgage company foreclose if mortgage 

payments are in the arrears?  Why hasn't the county pursued this property owner for past-

due taxes?  What is the cost to the BCA to hold an auction to get rid of the abandoned 

property and/or to fix up the property for resale?  No, I do not want the BCA to take this 

action and possibly become a property owner of abandoned homes. 

58.  If an abandoned property has deteriorated to the extent that it's an eyesore, action needs to 

be taken so nearby residents don't suffer from having to see it.  Plus, residents/real estate 

agents will likely have a difficult time selling other houses in the vicinity. 

      However, getting too far into the legalities of foreclosure can be dangerous.  Legal 

expenses can mount quickly.  Most attorneys (immigration specialists excepted) are 

exorbitantly expensive.  Bad publicity: Headline: "BCA unfair to troubled homeowner" 

would hurt us. 

      Thank you for recognizing that not all vacant houses are abandoned; the out-of-state 

owner of a properly maintained house in Cove Ridge has been sitting empty simply because 

the owner 1. is in no hurry to sell (doesn't need the money 2. doesn't like dealing with real 

estate agents  3. Is exceptionally stubborn). 

      Thanks to the committee members for handling this important project.  Mark Smith  

(anonymity not needed) 

59.  There needs to be a provision for a delay of this process if a homeowner is making a good 

faith attempt to correct violations and/or pay past dues.  This would need to be spelled out 

carefully  perhaps in a legal agreement with the homeowner to ensure the work/payments 

were completed in a timely manner. 

60.  Abandoned properties are a blight on the neighborhood and the BCA should have the 

greatest authority available to deal with them. 

61.  BCA should use their authority. 
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Comments on SCARP Revised Recommendations on Rental Properties 
 

1.  Just enforce the covenants / standards for all properties equally.  Continue to require each 

property owner to comply with standards or suffer the consequences. 

It is irrelevant who is living in the house, or the financial arrangements the owner has made 

with tenants.  Those facts do not concern the BCA, and have no bearing on enforcing the 

standards. 

      I would consider it an infringement of my rights and my privacy to be required to inform 

the BCA if I am renting my house and/or to request the BCA's permission to rent my house. 

2.  How does the above fit with Chesterfield County law? I also wonder about subsidized 

housing in Brandermill. Title 8 I believe. 

3.  No cap on rentals. 

4.  Many people don't have the means for a down payment on a house, but have enough to pay a 

monthly payment. Also people don't want to tie themselves to a home in an area that has 

poor resale values such as Brandermill. The area does provide a responsible place to rent a 

home. 

      Owning a home is not the wise investment it used to be and putting a limit on the 

number of rental homes in Brandermill will further reduce its appeal. 

5.  Rental property owners and the renters both need to be held accountable to ensure that the 

standards outlined in the HOA covenants are maintained and upheld.  Sufficient penalties 

and fines should be outlined that impact both the property owner and the renter.  

Brandermill should consider making it mandatory that property owners must hire a 

property management company to assist with maintaining the property and upholding the 

covenants.  If the property owner engages a management company, neither they nor the 

renter can claim that any issues with the property are the fault of the other party.  In 

addition, renters should have to sign starting that they received a copy of the covenants and 

are accountable to uphold them just as the property owner is. 

      We should not treat rental properties as we do abandoned property.  We should consider 

them as two separate entities. 

6.  I don't understand why there is such a need to cap rentals. This is misleading information. 

The American dream doesn't necessarily mean owning a home. I think Brandermill residents 

want their homes to sell.  I don't think they care whether that entails selling to someone who 

will owner occupy or rent.  BCA needs to do a better job communicating expectations on 

maintenance to both homeowner and renter.  I don't think our community should 

discriminate against renters or homeowners who want to sell. 

      Also, the way this is addressed is misleading.  There are MANY more owner occupied 

units that are in violation than rental violations. 

      We need to focus on abandoned properties which have a more negative effect on sales 

than rentals. And, we need to focus on all units that aren't in compliance, many of which are 

owner occupied units. 
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Comments on SCARP Revised Recommendations on Rental Properties (continued) 

 

7.  I am curious to know how these rules will be interpreted and enforced.  The owner of a 

property is public record.  If the people occupying the dwelling are not the same person, does 

this fact alone define them as renters?  How will the BCA employees responsible for 

enforcement become aware of a rental?  Is there a penalty for not disclosing this fact? 

8.  I hope that the BCA will continue to include renters in their list to receive welcome totes 

with communication materials and keep them informed of their responsibilities as residents 

of Brandermill. 

9.  The cart before the horse, and to what end does this lead us. The SCARP  report is full of 

subjective statements and no real data to back anything up. Very poorly done report. 

10.  This is impossible to enforce. By the BCA's on admission they do not know how many rental 

houses that are in Brandermill. All the owner of a rental house has to do is have their 

assessment notice sent to the address of the rental house and the BCA thinks it is a non 

rental. 

11.  It should be 15% per section/individual neighborhood. Otherwise it will be possible for some 

sections to be mostly rental but the overall rate isn't 15%. 

12.  Requesting information on who is renting and the identity of the renters seems reasonable.  

Being able to contact both the renter and the property owner regarding issues may reduce 

some of the issues we see on the rentals.  Being more consistent with identifying violations 

and consistent in enforcement around covenant violation is really what is needed to reduce 

violations. 

      Establishing limits however on % allowed as rental could actually adversely affect 

property values.  Limiting what an individual can do with their property could make 

Brandermill less attractive to buyers. 

13.  As a community, it benefits the property owners and renters to know who is living within the 

community.  This also allows the community to identify absentee landlords for remediation 

of property violations without the need to bother those who are simply renting.  However, 

there should not be a cap on the number of rental properties allowed.  While we do agree to 

live with the standards expressed by the homeowners' association, this should not pertain to 

whom the property owner decides to let live on within their home.  Also, the job and housing 

market in Richmond has not fully recovered from the latest downturn, forcing some home 

owners to make the difficult decision of moving to another part of the state or country in 

search of work without the ability to sell their property.  The immediate option for them is to 

rent the property.  If a cap is place, this option may not be available to them (despite the 

"case-by-case review").  It is in the best interest of the community to have these properties 

occupied than to see them abandoned or foreclosed upon because the home owner can no 

longer afford to maintain the property. 

14.  BCA has been too laxed regarding covenent enforcement of existing requirements and adding 

new ones would not be taken seriously. 

15.  I assume the attorney has looked at this and believes these recommendations would hold up 

in court. 
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Comments on SCARP Revised Recommendations on Rental Properties (continued) 

 

16.  I believe that we should treat rental properties the same way we treat all other residential 

properties. I believe we should more aggressively enforce the covenants and standards as 

they pertain to all properties. 

      Additionally, I believe a cap on rentals is unnecessary and will be difficult if not 

impossible to enforce. I also believe it has a high potential of decreasing all property values 

by limiting an owners potential options. 

17.  Rental properties should be treated the same as owner occupied properties.  The owner must 

pay the assessment and comply with covenant standards.  If an owner chooses to rent his 

property it is his choice.  If the property is maintained and assessments paid who cares if it 

is rented.  If a property is owner occupied or rented and the assessments are not paid and the 

property not maintained per covenants, then fees and penalties should apply. 

18.  I purchased by home on Deer Meadow Lane about eight years ago. Until last year I had 

rental properties on both sides of me. They were never properly take care of.  I still have one 

home that is a rental with the same family since the beginning and that home is still not 

taken care of. There are also two other homes on my street that are rentals and at times 

have not been taken care of and have had lot of domestic problems there.  I know my home is 

a smaller house which brings other renter because those homes are small. I love Brandermill 

but wish I had never purchased my home. 
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Comments on SCARP Revised Recommendations on Rental Properties (continued) 

 

19.  This recommendation is not based on any fact or current data; the board keeps looking at a 

county wide study which is 12 years old and doesn't necessarily apply to Brandermill.  There 

has been no study done on Brandermill.  All the studies I find on line point that setting cap 

limits as such is detrimental to current homeowners who may have to rent in the future due 

to unforeseen circumstances and the limit on the cap may have been met.  Have a board to 

decide 'hardship' cases does not help the homeowner.  He knows when he is in financial 

trouble and knows what he must do to keep the property from going into foreclosure but 

renting the house in tough times. 

      This recommendation would also affect future prices on homes by limiting one of the 

benefits of home ownership.  The Board is injecting artificial market conditions which will 

adversely affect the price of homes. You don't know how many rentals exist now, so even 

passing a 15% cap could be exceeded prior to the law going into effect.  So how will the group 

decide who can rent when above the cap?  What are the rules for "hardship" cases; how will 

this be administered?  This borders on discrimination of sorts in a back-ended manner. 

      This program is not manageable; how will one account for the Grandma who has moved 

in and is paying rent as she needs in home care by her children?  I can guarantee those folks 

will not consider this a rental situation. 

      The board is attempting to rush this thru so they don't have to explain to potentially new 

Board members later in the year.  Changing the vote count or saying it a vote is not needed 

is foul and underhanded. 

      This is a flawed recommendation and has negative effects on the neighborhood and will 

have the opposite effect the Board is attempting to accomplish! 

      Overall, it sounds like someone on the board doesn't like the fact that someone is renting 

in their neighborhood...nothing is supported by facts just hearsay and speculation.  Drop the 

entire  program and focus on enforcing rules on abandoned properties and focus on all 

violators of the covenants, but this should NEVER be made a part of them. 

20.  I support a higher HOA fee charged for homeowners not living in Brandermill but owning 

(especially if it's several) rental properties, and a fine if a rental property is not disclosed to 

the BCA.  Would be nice if it could also do it by area, so not one part of Brandermill has all 

the rental properties. 

      I see where the realtor and former resident of Brandermill was coming from last meeting, 

but I think the community is going to thrive when active homeowners are able to keep up 

with HOA covenants and have more permanence. 

      Also home values will go up, so us younger folks who buy their starter home can sell it 

and upgrade to a larger home within the community they love as their family grows. 

21.  Do not see how you can control this.  This is private property and the owner can rent if they 

so desire.  Are we becomming the "police" association trying to control rentals?  Owners have 

rights as well although I would prefer better compliance by owners and awareness of BCA 

for values! 

22.  More concerned with condition of rentals than number of rentals.  Poor appearing residents 

seem to always be rental and/or abandoned properties. 
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Comments on SCARP Revised Recommendations on Rental Properties (continued) 

 

23.  Too many rentals just isn't good for our neighborhood.  I have a rental next door to me which 

right now is being rented by a wonderful woman and her kids. Her yard looks great and I 

have absolutely no problem with it.  However I worry when if she decideds to move at some 

point that we will get a renter who doesn't care as  much about the property. 

24.  Do not agree with proposal to cap percentage of rental properties - believe this is beyond the 

authority of a homeowner's association and therefore, may not be enforceable. 

25.  You should not be able to tell anyone whether they can rent their house or not.  You can 

strictly uphold covenants and hold homeowners responsible.  This needs to happen more 

consistently. 

26.  With condition that current rentals be Grandfathered 

27.  I do not believe that capping the number of rental properties is fair to the residents who may 

consider renting out their residence in the future as an investment.  Perhaps cap the number 

of houses one owner/company can rent out at a time within Brandermill, as I would imagine 

that there are a number of owners that rent out multiple rental properties. 

28.  15% may work for the 'overall' community.  However, my neighborhood is already near 40% 

rental.  Several of those have been rentals since construction completion. 

      We currently have two properties, rentals both, that are occupied by several, as many as 

5, un related individuals.  These are in essence apartment homes.  Which are, if not should 

be, illegal within a single family neighborhood. 

      I see nothing in this proposed covenant change document, that addresses either of these 

problems. 

29.  I think it's the right of American citizens to choose whether they want to rent a property 

they own.  I don't think it's appropriate for a BCA board to decide who can and cannot rent 

based on an arbitrary percentage of houses (15%) being rented in their subdivision.  If you 

are worried about maintenance and violations, you should have a stiffer penalty for 

violations on rentals rather than limiting how many rentals in the area.  Renting a house is 

sometimes a necessity if there is a job loss or need to move to a new location and should 

never be decided by a few people on a board even if it is on a case by case basis.  That seems 

to violate people's real estate freedom and would trickle down thru gossip and news to 

eventually lower property values because no one would ever want to buy a house in 

Brandermill for fear they'd never have freedom to rent it by necessity.  The bottom line is the 

owner still must follow the BCA standards and if violated, face a penalty.  But not at the 

expense of losing freedom of choice to rent the property because of a 15% cap. 

30.  If serious action is to be taken against a property, I would like to know what property is 

being considered.  Further, with the anonymous mail boxes it is difficult to know what 

properties are rental or abandoned. 
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Comments on SCARP Revised Recommendations on Rental Properties (continued) 

 

31.  It would be good practice to have owners report when they convert their home into a rental 

property. This would enable the Assoc. to keep better tabs on these properties. It would then 

be incumbent on the Assoc. and the owner to ensure the property is maintained to the 

standards. Dictating whether a property can be used as a rental, however, overly infringes 

on ownership rights. 

32.  Do not put all rental properties in the same bag.  Apply the standards consistently across all 

properties. 

      Question here should be:  Whether 15% cap should be established?  Answer is no despite 

my properties would be grandfathered. 

33.  I support these recommendations despite currently having a vacant Brandermill property 

that we are trying to sell. We would only consider rental as a last resort as we are already 

disturbed by the quantity of rental homes in our old neighborhood and do not want to add to 

the rental problem. Also we feel that the proliferation of rental houses may be having a 

negative impact on potential buyers. 

34.  I am delighted that this committee has done a thorough job of study and research. I feel the 

proposals are warranted and should adequately address this situation of concern.  My hearty 

thanks to the committee members. 

35.  I believe that 10% should be considered. 

36.  I do not support capping the right to rent out a property. 

37.  Enforce the current covenants to take care of the dilapidated properties. 

      I understand not turning Brandermill into a rental community. However, if I were to be 

transferred and could not rent or sell my property then the BCA would have an abandoned 

property. Though while the document mentions having criteria that allow for an exemption 

from the 15% rental cap there is no mention of what the criteria would be. Additionally, this 

unspecified criteria may not fit an individual's future situation.  

      We have been living in Brandermill now in excess of 17 years and abide by its covenants. 

Considering the BCA HAS YET TO UPDATE THE CORPORATE MAILBOXES AS OF YET, 

I DO NOT FEEL they should decide for me if I can rent my property.  

      Enforce the COVENANTS ON DILAPIDATED PROPERTIES. 

38.  Looking at the numbers in the SCARP report, it appears that what is being addressed is the 

wrong problem.  The problem is not rental properties; it's non-compliance with BCA 

standards by owner-occupants who represent 80% of the total non-compliant properties cited 

in the report - 259 of 323 non-compliant properties.  Another way to say it is that only 1.7% 

of all homes in Brandermill are both rentals and non-compliant.  We'd much rather see the 

issue of non-compliance and corrective action being addressed instead of honing in on a 

specific group of owners who don't appear to be the crux of the problem.  Additionally, the 

recommendations don't begin to address the administrative issues/resources associated with 

managing the proposed program.  Finally, if the Board were to approve these 

recommendations, we submit that all current owners should be exempted from the rental cap 

for five years regardless of whether they occupy or rent their home. 
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Comments on SCARP Revised Recommendations on Rental Properties (continued) 

 

39.  Why can't renters be held equally liable for violations? If the BCA is going to regulate the 

amount of rentals and requiring homeowners to inform them when they rent their property, 

why not also require that the renter receive a copy of the covenants and agree to abide by 

them for as long as they occupy the dwelling? 

40.  You aren't basing these recommendations on any real and substantial data. Therefore, how 

can you determine a cap when you don't know the existing state and, to top it off, 

grandfather existing rentals. This is an extremely premature and unfair recommendation. 

That mentioned, I'm all for making sure property values are kept intact, but do feel it should 

be done in an ethical, fair and data-driven manner. There isn't enough hard-data to support 

these claims and mandate a cap at this time. 

41.  Unless you will recompense anyone for the lost revenue or opportunity cost if the 15 percent 

is reached that is an insupportable recommendation 

42.  Stay out of people's business. How can you enforce a limit on rentals anyway. As long as the 

property is to code, the HOA should have nothing to say about it. 

      And whats the big idea requiring me to identify myself below? I should be able to stay 

anonymous if I desire. 

43.  The lack of a cap on rental properties has proved to be an unfortunate oversight in the 

original BCA Covenants. An increase in the number of rental properties decreases the 

property values of neighboring residences. 

44.  I don't think it is possible nor practical to put a cap on real estate transactions. I think the 

key is property maintenance - and BCA's diligence in equitably enforcing the convenants. 

Assuming newcomers who rent receive the same "Welcome" packet as owners - include a 

copy of the covenents in the packet so renters will know the standards to which the 

properties are held. 

45.  While I agree that the BCA should be informed that a property is intended to be used as a 

rental for the purpose of ensuring that the property is maintained in a suitable fashion, I 

balk at the idea of the BCA being able to dictate to an owner whether a property can be used 

as a rental or not for the simple reason that the property does not belong to the BCA.  

Therefore, I do not think there should be a percentage cap at all.  I don't like that some 

neighborhoods in Brandermill seem to have converted to 'rental neighborhoods' (Court Ridge 

being one example) as I believe it reduces property values overall but I believe the right to 

determine use belongs to the owner not the Community Association. 

46.  Would actually prefer for the rental percentage to be lower, more like 10% instead of 15% 

47.  There are a lot of eyesores, and some of them aren't rental property. 
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Comments on SCARP Revised Recommendations on Rental Properties (continued) 

 

48.  When one moves into Brandermill they are presented with Brandermill paperwork that 

clearly outlines what can and cannot be done concerning the property.  Let the Buyer 

Beware.  Brandermill is a desired locale because of the quality of life which is maintained 

because of these covenants and restrictions.  Nobody twisted your arm to buy in this area.  

While I understand that special circumstances do arise, it has to be noted that there are 

people who consciously keep their properties as rental to ensure a certain cash flow, i.e, as an 

income producing investment.  There are a plethora of these properties in the Woodbridge 

Crossing subdivision.  While these properties on the outside are maintained, not being vested 

in one's neighborhood by the means of home ownership leads to a transient populace that, 

over time, subverts the neighborhood. 

      I live in The Greens at Woodbridge Crossing.  This is not Woodbridge Crossing.  In future 

it would be helpful to differentiate between the two - as in the neighborhood selections 

offered below. 

49.  Just using common sense would probably tell us there is a high correlation of rental 

properties having increased covenant violations. I support the 15% cap, thats a good idea. 

      I am a rental property owner (in b'mill) and also live in brandermill (19 year resident). I 

love my community, value my relationships with my neighbors in both neighborhoods, and I 

work very hard to maintain both of my houses here. I ensure my tenants keep the yard 

picked up and maintain the property while living there. 

      Whatever ideas you come up with I would just urge you to target the problem areas with 

rental properties and not necessarily throw blanket solutions over ALL rental property 

owners. Some of us really do care about our properties! 

      Thank you for your time and best wishes on this endeavor. 

50.  Property owners that rent should not only pay the quarterly assessments but also require 

the property renters to pay separate quarterly assessments.  Renters should be made aware 

at the time of signing a rental agreement, they will be held to the same standards as 

homeowners. 
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Comments on SCARP Revised Recommendations on Rental Properties (continued) 

 

51.  I don't believe that a new barrier to renting is in the best interest of our community. I don't 

believe that rentals create issues that cannot be addressed with the 60-day notice period. 

The tax records typically show the name and address of the owner (so tax billings can be sent 

to the owner), and as a result I believe that notice to the TAX ADDRESS OF RECORD, and 

also to the actual property address, will give the owner due notice to make required 

corrections. 

      My reason for this position is that it is obvious that owners may not be able to sell their 

homes when moving to a new location due to the property being "upside down" in value 

relative to the mortgage, and some owners may prefer to rent their current residence for 

investment purposes. To create requirements, processes, and barriers may devalue existing 

property values by putting up perceived issues when deciding to purchase in Brandermill. I 

personally know owners who have made the financial choice to rent their current residence 

for investment purposes. 

      Although Brandermill is an older community, I appreciate the committee's work and 

efforts to keep our values high and our community a wonderful place to live. Taking the 60-

day notice step should eliminate the issue, even with absentee owners. Just give good notice, 

commence foreclosure, and the property owner will wake up, if not at an earlier time. Let's 

not put up barriers and requirements for renting homes. I think this is an issue in many 

newer neighborhoods (Charter Colony being one such neighborhood. 

      I make these comments as an attorney and as a real estate broker practicing in this area.  

Again, I appreciate all the hard work given to this issue. 

Ken Edwards, 4004 McTyres Cove Terrace, (804) 543-4288. 

52.  That rental properties undergo an annual covenant compliance inspection to ensure that the 

tenants are abiding to the standards of the BCA. 

      That landlord/tenants contain an obligatory clause to ensure that tenants are personally 

responsible for breach of covenants or standards committed on the rental property. 

      That the cap on rental properties be set at 12% and that rental properties are subject to 

an obligatory registration for sale every five years. 

53.  I have been told by friends that 50% of homes in Brandermill are rentals. That is the 

perception from those who do not live here and a hard one to change. What if we have 

reached the 15% cap. I plan to retire to Florida. I try to sell my home but it's been on the 

market for 6 months and I have limited interest from buyers. My first thought is to rent it, 

but I can't because of the cap. Do I abandon it and let Brandermill take over maintaining it? 

The cap is not a good idea, in my opinion. 

      I think the BCA should know which properties are rentals and renters should be given 

information about the covenants here. Perhaps a "Rental Board" could be appointed to 

monitor these properties for compliance. 

54.  I agree with the changes to the rental property section and I'm interested in further actions 

to insure rental property owners (I am one) and tenants are involved and accountable for 

their properties. 
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Comments on SCARP Revised Recommendations on Rental Properties (continued) 

 

55.  It seems that we are trying to discourage property owners from buying in Brandermill.  

BTW, I do not own rental property in B'Mill. 

56.  We are rental property owners and have spent a lot of money to keep our property to keep it 

in top notch condition inside and out. We owe this to Brandermill and the neighbors, but 

most of all  to our tenants seriously. I believe they deserve living conditions as good as ours. 

They return this attention by being excellent tenants who take care of the property and pay 

their rent on or before when it's due. They and we have treated each other this way for the 

14 years they've been with us. We are glad the recommendation does not levy additional 

costs on rental property owners. Those of us that take our responsibilities seriously should 

not have to pay for those who don't. 

57.  I am glad to see this information being reviewed and I appreciate the opportunity to give 

feedback through this survey. 

      In addition to the review of rental and abandoned properties in Brandermill, the 

committee should also examine the prevalence of homes that are renting rooms to 

individuals. This is a problem and great concern of mine for several reasons: 1) increased 

traffic through our cul-de-sac at all hours, primarily between the hours of 5 PM and 8 AM, 2) 

a lack of street parking, and 3) boarders are unaware/apathetic regarding the covenants and 

community standards. 

      In Shadow Ridge Place alone, 3 homes out of the 6 have had or currently have 

individuals staying with them for extended periods of time. These individuals have stayed 

for periods of one month to six months to up to two full years or more. It has created a very 

transient atmosphere here and was not something I anticipated when I moved to 

Brandermill.  Some of these individuals are distant family members or close friends of the 

family that are likely  not actually paying to live in the home, but there are others residing 

here that have no family relation to the home's owner and are very likely paying rent. Also, a 

quick search on craigslist.com lists rooms available for rent in Brandermill- something I 

thought was prohibited per our covenants. 

      Thank you again for this review. Please feel free to contact me for additional information 

if necessary. 
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Comments on SCARP Revised Recommendations on Rental Properties (continued) 

 

58.  The BCA can and should enforce its covenants with respect to all Brandermill properties.  

However, the BCA should not impede the free market.  Property owners should be free to sell 

their properties to any qualified buyer in a lawful transaction.  They should also be free to 

rent their properties at any time without having to seek approval from the BCA.  

Regulations like the one proposed can have negative unintended consequences and may 

actually work to lower property values over time.  There was an abandoned property on the 

lake in Shallowford Landing which was an eyesore for years.  It was recently bought and 

turned into a rental property.  In order to rent it the new owner had to fix it up and make it 

compliant with BCA Covenants.  The prospect of being able to rent it caused the economics 

to work in favor of the new owner.  Had the new owner not been able to invest in it and then 

rent it for a return on his investment, it may have remained an abandoned property for 

many more years.  Please put new policies in place that will ensure that the BCA can enforce 

the covenants on ALL Brandermill property owners, including those who rent their 

properties, and you will have no reason to limit the number of rental properties. 

59.  How accurate/reliable is the BCA's "estimate" of the number of rentals in Brandermill since 

that estimate is the basis for the rate of noncompliance?  Since there are legal sanctions 

(probably a pain to apply, but I presume they exist) for standards violations I am not sure 

why the solution to the problem is focused on one group of owners more than on others.  Is 

the problem that owners of rental properties are less likely to comply with the standards or 

is the problem that the BCA has found the problem of pursuing owners of rental properties 

harder than pursuing those who live here?  That appears to be an administrative problem 

that a covenant change won't solve.  Neither will registering a property as a rental solve it.  

The problem of standards compliance will still exist and, if your estimates are correct, to 

about the same degree it does now. 

      Recommendations 1. and 3. appear to me to be scratching the wrong itch.  If that is true, 

number 2. is irrelevant. 

60.  Where is the wisdom of Solomon going to come from?  Who is the Czar of Rental Properties 

that will determine exactly when the next rental (once 15 % is reached) must be denied and 

on what basis?  There is a dictatorship feel to this whole solution and cannot possibly be fair 

to the hapless homeowner who needs to rent out his/her home for whatever reason.  It must 

be the homeowners' right to rent their property at their discretion, not some third party. 

      It is not rental and abandoned properties that drive down the value of our homes in 

Brandermill.  It is the lack of enforcement of existing standards regardless of ownership!!!!  A 

property might be vacant and maintained or rented and maintained as well as owner-

occupied homes.  Conversely, many owner-occupied homes are in need of standards being 

upheld and this is the only issue this board should be concerned with here.  The board must 

address this issue and not open a Pandora's box of unintended consequences with additional 

restrictions on what a homeowner is able to do as long as they comply with the existing 

standards. 

      As a matter of fact, you might want to consider this -- the lack of covenant enforcement is 

a detriment to the entire neighborhood and a deterrent to buyers, whether for residency or 

investment.  That enforcement is the solution you should pursue! 
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Comments on SCARP Revised Recommendations on Rental Properties (continued) 

 

61.  I have a rental property now.  I disagree about charging an extra HOA fee simply because it 

is now a rental property.  I have never been late on my dues.  If ever a violation existed, it 

has always been addressed.  Feel free to contact me if you have any questions. 

62.  Although I approve the above recommendations, several are based upon assumptions as to 

the actual number of rental properties there are in Brandermill.  It would make more sense 

to first determine the actual number of such properties and then impose caps based upon 

known numbers.  It might also make sense, after determining the actual number of rental 

properties in Brandermill, to limit the number allowed in any one community within 

Brandermill.  This would ensure that rentals don't dominate a select number of communities 

to the detriment of owner occupied residents therein. 

      Another thought would be to have a time limit that grandfathered rentals to remain 

rental properties.  A reasonable phase out should be considered to again promote the 

community as an owner occupied one. 

      Unless rentals are constrained, they will continue to grow in Brandermill.  Again, if 

residents want to protect property values and the overall perception of Brandermill, rentals 

should be a high priority to be addressed. 

63.  Supportive of all proposals.   Thank You! 

64.  I believe standards violations on rental properties should be treated the same as standards 

violations on abandoned properties. A unkempt residence, whether rental or abandoned, 

seriously affects the property values of everyone in Brandermill. It appears that landlords 

and rentals have been granted significant leeway with some violation notices going back and 

forth for years with no resolution and  the end result being rental owners often totally ignore 

the standards and the Board. 

      "Establish firm deadlines to remedy the violations on the properties. This includes 

turning the properties over to an attorney for a 60-day notice of intent to place a lien when 

assessments are past due or violations persist for 90 days or more." 

      Let's put some teeth into our standards! 
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Comments on SCARP Revised Recommendations on Rental Properties (continued) 

 

65.  Adding any fees or a cap on allowed rentals would have a negative affect for Brandermill 

property value. I am renting out my property due to having to move for my job. I didn't 

expect this to happen, but in life you can't predict the future. I would have opted to sell my 

house, but I would have lost over 25% of my investment. By adding a cap or fee this would 

mean a homeowner might not be able to rent out their property and in turn creating more 

abandon properties in Brandermill thus decreasing the value of surrounding properties. 

      As a homeowner and landlord it is my responsibility to protect my investment as I hope 

to sell my house once the market recovers. I did this by hiring a property manager and also 

adding that a tenant must adhere to the regulations in Brandermill (Brandmill's regulations 

book is given to all tenants). If the tenant doesn't keep up the appearance then the lease 

states that I will hire someone to correct these issues and then the tenant will pay the cost. 

      I pay 10% of the rent collected per month to my property manager to ensure these 

standards are met and that the tenant is also not damaging my investment. My property 

manager is also in the local area and visits the property monthly to ensure all regulations in 

Brandermill are being met. I stressed this out prior to hiring the property manager as I want 

to protect my investment. 

      If a fee is added by Brandermill then I would no longer be able to afford the services that 

my property manager provides plus paying my mortgage. If this happens then I can no 

longer have someone monitor my property. This would be hard for me to do since I now live 

in Florida.  

      I suggest that all homeowners that rent out their house have a property manager to 

ensure the property is maintained or visit the house monthly if they can. I also suggest that 

rentals should be registered, so if there are any infractions the owner will be notified due to 

having their new mailing address on file vs placing a mail notification in the tenants 

mailbox. Then the owner will notify the property manager to correct the issue. If there are 

repeated offenses then the homeowner should be fined a higher fee than the rest. You should 

also imply a fee to homeowners that do not tell Brandermill they are renting. I don't believe 

everyone should be fined for renting out property if they adhere to all Brandmill regulations. 

This is why I am suggesting the above to ensure those owners that neglect their property are 

separated from those that do abide to regulations. I see that adding a fee to all renters is a 

form of mass punishment as I have insured following regulations by hiring someone to do so. 

      I also would like to point out that I receive the Brandermill news letter via email to 

ensure I am informed of any changes within Brandermill. 
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Comments on SCARP Revised Recommendations on Rental Properties (continued) 

 

66.  I feel that there must be mandatory guidelines which must apply to Landlords of Rental 

properties in Brandermill. I suggest: 

     1. Rental properties must be subject to the same outdoor appearance and maintanance 

standards as Brandermill home owners. 

     2. Yards must be maintained through the use of fertilizer, grass seed, watered, and 

mowed as seasonally appropriate. 

     3. Shrubbery and small trees must be pruned regularly. 

     4. Leaves must be removed promptly to retain the health and appearance of the grass. 

      *There is a rental on my street that was mowed but received no water or fertilizer last 

season. The lawn looks drab and the grass is sparse in spots. There is no excuse for this. 

67.  I don't feel that it is appropriate to make the rental property registration a standards 

violation. 

      I would ask neighbors to report rental properties within their neighborhood and compare 

it against the rental property registration made by landlords.  At least this way, the BCA 

could compare lists. 

68.  Again, a very biased survey with the options already pre-determined… Where is your data to 

support the # of rental properties and the impact of noncompliance of renters with 

community standards? 

      How was the # of 15% derived?  Current research that was just reported this past week 

indicates that there is an increase in rental property while home ownership is decreasing. 

      Has any research been done on surrounding communities on how they handle rental 

property? 

      Did your special committee contain both residents, business owners and renters? 

      How can cases be handled on a case-by-case basis if there is no pre-determined based 

line? 

      Again, this is not a valid survey... someone with a research background is needed and 

more work should have been completed before the above decisions were reached.  Shame on 

the committee for not doing their work. 

69.  The BCA tried to ban rentals in the early 80's but when Woodlake was born and residents 

wanted larger, white colored homes with more acreage, it proved impossible to make people 

wait to sell their homes in order to move...up.  

      Now, we have a new challenge and again the BCA is dabbling where it does not belong. If 

I don't pay my fees, taxes etc...Fine me. If I don't keep up my property, there is an 

established set of guidelines to put pressure on me. 

      I am a landlord and my tenant may not wish to be identified as renting. Some folks look 

down on renters...Like this SCARP committee. 

70.  Adding rental restrictions lowers the property values since there are less options for future 

purchasers. Also if you want to use the house as a short term rental during a short term 

work assignment you are restricted. 
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Comments on SCARP Revised Recommendations on Rental Properties (continued) 

 

71.  Owner must be responsible for his rental property.  Neighborhood values are dramatically 

effected when homes are not taken care of.  There are renters who do not keep up properties, 

they just pay the rent.  So the owner needs to be held accountable as the non renters are. 

72.  I don't see rental properties as a negative thing, but I do want to see all properties follow the 

same standards.  Emphasizing rental properties to an extreme lets people who are 

homeowners and are occupying their house off the hook because all of the emphasis is on 

rental property.  This might give homes that are occupied by owners a feeling that they do 

not have to comply.  I think the standards should be enforced on all homes, rental or not 

rental. 

73.  First of all, I do not like the way this section is worded, and your data is incorrect based on 

data you have already reported.  The rate of noncompliance is NOT double.  With the 

numbers you have given at other meetings, there are approximately 350 homes not in 

compliance.  Of them, only 20% are identified as rentals and 80% are identified as owner 

occupied.  So your statement at the beginning of this summary is very skewed to make 

people think that rentals are the problem, when they only represent 20% of the problem 

homes. 

      I truly feel that you need to identify rental homes BEFORE you start making policy 

against them.  We may only have 300 rental homes, or we may have 700 rental homes 

already.  You just don't know and can't start putting limitations on the numbers until you 

know the numbers. 

      Lastly, putting a limitation on how someone can sell their investment is just plain un-

American!  There are so many illustrations that I could give you that would make the job 

impossible.  If I have to sell my home, and the only good buyer is an investor, then by golly 

I'm going to want to sell it to them.  If they have to go through the BCA to determine if the 

house is eligible to be a rental, that could stop a deal from going through.  Then you have 

either another vacant house, or worse yet, you have another abandoned house, or even worse 

for everybody, you have much lower sales prices bringing ALL properties down in value.  Do 

you really want that? 

      The ONLY way to assure that the property values do not go down is to ENFORCE the 

covenants on ALL properties. 

74.  You aren't basing the rental property recommendations on hard data, so how can a cap be 

established when you don't have valid data to back it up? There is also not enough evidence 

to support that renters treat properties worse than homeowners because you don't really 

know who the renters in the neighborhood are. This ascertion is based on personal opinions. 

Also, the report mentions many of the board members own rental properties and would be 

grandfathered in, which is unfair for other property owners and only benefits the people 

already on the inside. More information and substance is needed before any hard caps and 

rules are established concerning a new process for homeowners to rent properties in 

Brandermill. I'm all for increasing property values, but only in a fair, ethical and data-driven 

manner. These recommendations aren't fully vetted or fleshed out yet, much more analysis is 

needed. 
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Comments on SCARP Revised Recommendations on Rental Properties (continued) 

 

75.  We've lived here for 12 years in a home we own.  The property next door has always been a 

well-maintained rental and has not caused any issues worse than owner-occupied housing on 

our street. 

      Where does the magic number 15% come from?  Is there any data to show that having 

more than a certain number of rentals has a deterministic effect on property values?  I 

certainly can't find any.  Limiting ability to rent will cause more foreclosures and therefore 

more abandoned properties.  Unfortunately, the BCA can't regulate the number of 

foreclosures, but you can negatively impact foreclosures by limiting the options of 

homeowners who get hit by hard times or forced relocations. 

      Rental properties should not even be grouped with abandoned properties for this special 

committee. 

      If a cap were to be placed on rentals, all current property owners should be exempt, 

because we purchased home here with the basic principle that we could sell or rent them as 

we see fit, so long as we keep them up to community standards. 

76.  Just plain stupid. First, you do not have the legal authority to restrict what owners do with 

their property as long as it is legal. Like many, I rent my property solely because I cannot 

sell it without taking a huge loss. Second, if BCA would get real and substantially liberalize 

and update the long-outdated current deed restrictions, the properties might get a facelift 

and be more attractive to owner occupants. At the current rate, Brandermill will become a 

rental community and the blame is on BCA for years of poor administration. Third, an even 

more effective approach would be to essentially dissolve BCA and let each subdivision decide 

on its own deed restrictions or none at all. Most of what BCA does replicates what 

Chesterfield will do like street and reservoir maintenance. After 40 years, time to make some 

real changes. Stop running this place into the ground! 

77.  The percentage of rental properties is likely much higher currently as I imagine many 

owners pay their dues via credit card as I do. What is that percentage and how many of these 

can you identify as rentals? Again, dilapidated properties must be dealt with swiftly. Your 

process appears to take way too long. I don't know if it's a rental, but I have at least one 

home in my neighborhood that still hasn't replaced the old style mailbox; now a year 

overdue! 

78.  Again, after attending the NRC meeting, I feel that there are too many unanswered 

questions about extenuating circumstances. 
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Comments on SCARP Revised Recommendations on Rental Properties (continued) 

 

79.  Recent market studies regarding housing indicate that many millennials are more likely to 

rent than to buy.  It is reported that these people graduated during the financial crisis of 

2009 and could not find jobs (but not for the lack of trying). Saddled with large student loans, 

these same people ended up living at their parents' homes.  Although the job market has 

gotten better since 2009, the unemployment rate is still rather high as compared to historic 

U.S. norms. As these millennials find their "first career-oriented jobs" and continue to repay 

non-dischargeable school loans, these people  who initially rent in Brandermill could 

represent future Brandermill homebuyers. 

      There is no current data to conclusively prove that rental properties garner any more 

standards/covenant violations than any other type of property in Brandermill.  This 

statement does, however, does present a conundrum, as how do you collect specific 

Brandermill rental information if registration is not required. 

80.  All of this could make it difficult for future or current homeowners.  There are many 

different scenarios that could happen to have a resident rent a home instead of sell a home(I 

can give numerous example scenarios, some could be very positive for the community).  We 

also can not predict the state of the economy in the future, a covenant like this could make 

more work for future generations, could create more foreclosures. 

      Lets not penalize and pigeon hole current residents because some property owners do not 

care for their rental property.  Lets go after those property owners.  We may have more 

flexibility with legal action on property owners that their property is considered business 

investment (rental properties). 

      We also need to check with our local Fair Housing Alliance H.O.M.E. (Housing 

Opportunities Made Equal).  We do not want to violate the Fair Housing Act.  H.O.M.E. 

would be glad to give us some guidance so we do not unintentionally violate. 

      Thank you all for all your work on these items, let all keep working together to find a 

solution. 
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Comments on SCARP Revised Recommendations on Rental Properties (continued) 

 

81.  We hear this frequently:  ENFORCE THE COVENANTS.  Trite, but true. 

      Keeping a close eye on rental properties is important; therefore, knowing which 

addresses deserve periodic visual checks is important.  These homes would not be subject to 

higher standards, of course, just a closer scrutiny. 

      Owners who cannot sell their houses because of an "upside-down" situation (and 

insufficient money to make up the difference between money owned on the mortgage and 

income from the sale) must rent if they need to leave the area. 

      Or perhaps an owner in deep financial distress rents his attractive Brandermill house 

and rents a cheap apartment for himself.  He will receive a modest income. 

      Or perhaps a homeowner wants to help an elderly parent or a financially challenged 

adult child by providing a low-cost rental.  In former generations, several 

families/generations would squeeze into a single house, but not today.  Now, one option 

would be for the financially secure person to rent a nearby house for the relative, or to "move 

up" to another house and let the relative rent the original house at a reduced rate.  Should 

the BCA forbid this altruistic act by a "cap"? 

      A properly maintained rental house is certainly better than an abandoned house.  There 

is no need for a cap on properly maintained rental properties if we simply ENFORCE THE 

COVENANTS. 

      Thanks to the committee for handling this important (and emotional) issue.  Mark Smith 

(anonymity not needed) 

82.  No one can predict economic or personal situations which might require a homeowner to rent 

his property.  At no time should the rights of property owners be limited by BCA as long as 

the homeowner remains in compliance with all standards and assessments.  This would be a 

gross infringement of any property owners rights and BCA should never take under 

consideration these kinds of changes to covenants. 

83.  I would support a cap of 20% or of 15 % with exclusions for job transfers and homeowners 

underwater with their mortgages. 

84.  Support if provisions are made for job transfers and underwater mortgages. 

 


